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Abstract: Human-elephant conflict is the most common problem across elephant
habitat Zones across the world. Human elephant conflict (HEC) is due to the
migration of elephants from their living habitat to the residential areas of humans
in search of water and food. One of the important techniques used to track the
movements of elephants is based on the detection of Elephant Voice. Our previous
work [1] on Elephant Voice Detection to avoid HEC was based on Feature set
Extraction using Support Vector Machine (SVM). This research article is an
improved continuum of the previous method using Deep learning techniques.
The current article proposes a competent approach to classify Elephant voice
using Vocal set features based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The pro-
posed Methodology passes the voice feature sets to the Multi input layers that are
connected to parallel convolution layers. Evaluation metrics like sensitivity, accu-
racy, precision, specificity, execution Time and F1 score are computed for evalua-
tion of system performance along with the baseline features such as Shimmer and
Jitter. A comparison of the proposed Deep learning methodology with that of a
simple CNN-based method shows that the proposed methodology provides better
performance, as the deep features are learnt from each feature set through parallel
Convolution layers. The accuracy 0.962 obtained by the proposed method is
observed to be better compared to Simple CNN with less computation time of
11.89 seconds.
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1 Introduction

The most challenging aspect in wildlife conservation is the Human-elephant conflict mitigation. The
Asiatic elephant species (Elephas maximus) seems to be an endangered species as per the IUCN’s Red
Data List [2]. Elephants need food and a vast ecosystem for their survival. There were many modern
technologies developed for wildlife animal monitoring like Radio Tracking [3], WSN Tracking [4], GPS
Tracking [5] and Camera traps. The popular tool which has been used in wildlife monitoring is the
camera traps. The camera settings are flexible to track animals continuously. It can also consecutively
snap thousands of images, providing a high data volume. For Ecologists who document wildlife, the
information obtained with Camera traps makes it a powerful tool [6]. Elephants can produce sounds using
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their natural vocal cords. The low frequency sound of an elephant is unique among all the other wildlife
sounds. Important aspects regarding vocalization are voice production that includes vocal pattern
generation and the muscular control. Regarding muscular control, several factors make elephant
vocalizations important namely the learning and the timing of the trunk movement [7].

For short and long-distance infrasonic range of communication with fundamental frequencies,
vocalizations are used by the African elephants and Asian elephants [8]. Four types of classification of
voice depending on structural characteristics are chirps, roars, trumpets, and rumbles [9]. To classify
voice data effectively, relevant features need to be extracted from the samples of Elephant voice. In this
study, various processing techniques for voice signal like MFCC, SSC, LPC and FBE are used to obtain
the relevant features of Elephant voice and its classification. The common Machine learning techniques
that could be used in the classification of elephant voice are Random forest, artificial neutral networks,
Support vector machine and K-nearest neighbor method. These techniques relate to the selected data
feature quality. It is difficult to choose relevant features manually from voice data. Through Deep
Learning (DL), data latent properties could be learnt automatically. In recognition of speech, classification
of image and video, deep learning [10] exhibits very good performance.

In the proposed method, CNN is used in extracting feature representations from different feature sets.
The feature sets are combined using several convolution layers in parallel. Simultaneously, convolution is
done in parallel layers and feature representation is obtained in concatenation from the layers. Different
measures, which exhibit how well the elephant voice is distinguished by the classifier, are chosen for
improved accuracy.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes the Elephant voice classification using ML and
DL. Section 3 discusses the Elephant sounds, Feature extraction and Dataset. The existing method and
proposed method are described in Section 4. Evaluation metrics is provided in Section 5. The simulation
results and discussion are provided in Section 6. The conclusion is provided in Section 7.

Authors are required to adhere to this Microsoft Word template in preparing their manuscripts for
submission. It will speed up the review and typesetting process.

2 Related Work

This section summarizes the recent studies on voice classification that deploys machine learning and
discusses the most recent methods of deep learning used in the classification of animal voice.

2.1 Elephant Voice Classification Using ML

Classification of Voice relates to extraction of relevant feature selection using artificial learning methods.
Animal Vocalization employs signal processing features apart from baseline features. In Voice classification,
Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [11], linear predicative Coding (LPC) [12], Spectral Sub band
Centroids (SSCs) [13] and Filter Bank Energies [14] are the most important techniques in the extraction of
relevant features.

Individual feature type combinations are used in the classification task rather than the feature types
which are separate [15] in training the model.

The classifier performance metrics measured are error rate, accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity. All the
methods mentioned use the features that are vocal based for Animal voice classification [16]. Recent studies
extract the features from various sources of data like Spectrogram [17], and Acoustic signals improved
performance can be obtained by using Machine learning classifiers.
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2.2 Elephant Voice Classification Using DL

In Elephant voice studies, apart from common ML algorithms, deep learning which is a sub-division of
ML is also successfully implemented. Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [18] and Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) are used to automatically learn feature representations from complex data. The
time-distributed spectrogram is used as the input to the CNN to train the model to distinguish local features
at different time steps. Other researchers have used DNNs for cepstral feature extraction of Elephant voice
sample. In ML and DL methods, preprocessed feature vectors and labeled vector features are given as
inputs. When compared to traditional ML, the CNN classifier is found to be better in terms of accuracy.

3 Elephant Sounds

Elephants can produce various sounds [19] ranging from exceptionally low frequency rumbles to high
frequency snorts, trumpets, barks, grunts, roars, and cries.

Trumpets are conspicuous, loud, high-frequency voice calls. Their frequency range is 405–5879 Hz with
mean duration about 1s. Roars are long noisy calls with frequency range of 305–6150 Hz and a mean
duration of 2 s. Chirps have a frequency range of 313–3370 Hz. Rumbles are the only voice call type in
repertoire with infrasonic components. Rumble’s frequency range is 10–173 Hz, with mean duration 5.2 s.

3.1 Feature Extraction

The voice classification algorithms can be generally divided into two parts: the feature extraction [20]
part and the classification part. The feature extraction part is implemented mostly using CNNs as they can
efficiently extract characteristics from raw data. The list of Feature sets is shown in Tab. 1.

3.2 Dataset

Dataset preparation has a major part in determining the prediction accuracy. For experimental study,
4200 elephant vocal sounds and 2870 non-elephant vocal sounds, 7000 vocal sounds in total are obtained
from the following sound Repositories.

1. www.Elephantvoices.Org,

2. www.AnimalSounds.Org,

3. www.Zapsplat.Com,

4. www.Freesound.Org,

5. www.Soundbible.Com,

6. www.Findsounds.Com.

From 4200 elephant Vocal sounds, 3000 elephant vocal sounds are used for training and 1200 vocal
sounds are used for testing. From 2870 non-elephant vocal sounds, 1870 vocal sounds used for training

Table 1: Feature set

Feature set Measure #No. of Features

MFCC Mel Scale 84

Linear predicative Coding LPC Coefficients (Formant Information) 13

Spectral Sub band Centroids Dynamic SSC Features 9

Filter Bank Energies Filter Bank Energies features 12
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and 1000 vocal sounds are used for testing. The dataset size is 1.1 MB. The microphone’s frequency response
was tuned at 44.1 Mhz during data collection.

3.3 Baseline Features

These elephant voice samples types were acoustically analyzed by using Praat1 to find objective voice
measurements including the jitter, shimmer [21], and HNR.

Jitter:

The measure of fluctuating period-to-period in fundamental frequency is known as Jitter. The measure of
voiced periods that are consecutive is computed by the formula:

Jitter ¼ Ti � Tiþ1j j
1
N

PN
i¼1 Ti

(1)

where, Ti is the pitch period of the ith window and N is the total number of voices frames.

Shimmer:

The measure of amplitude variability within period-to-period is known as Shimmer and it is expressed as:

Shimmer ¼ Ai � Aiþ1j j
1
N

PN
i¼1 Ai

(2)

in which, Ai is the peak amplitude value of the ith window and N is the number of voiced frames.

4 Methodology

In this study, Classification of Elephant voice is performed using CNN by combining the feature sets
given to network input layer. In the following section, the elephant voice classification using a simple
CNN and the proposed method are explained.

4.1 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

CNN [22] exploits the knowledge of the domain about invariance features within their structure and is
successfully applied for vocal analysis and tasks of recognition. For the processing of speech, CNN was
proposed theoretically with convolution along the time axis to obtain features robust to small temporal
shifts. Within the successive layers, the connection number is the difference between CNN and ANN.

On each CNN layer, convolution is performed by deploying inputs with different-sized filters. After
performing the convolution, the convolution layer outputs are applied to the transfer function. From the
activated outputs, the pooling layers are taken for performing sub-sampling. With pooling, input data
dimensions are reduced automatically.

Compositionality and variance location resistance are the foremost attributes of CNN. As the trained
filters of CNN pass input data, the patterns can be detected without knowing the location. The pooling
process can reveal this, and it exhibits solution scaling and rotation in input data. It brings in the property
of location invariance. The receptive field low-level features are converted to deeper layer high-level
presentation features using CNN filters maintaining the property of compositionality.

Hyper-parameters of CNN are stride, pooling type, and filter size. Sliding window filter used in
Convolution Filters are applied to every element in input data. Stride indicates the number of steps taken
for each step-in window sliding.
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Here, CNN is deployed as the approach for classification. This approach is completely an end-to-end NN
where the Elephant vocal data is the input data to predict the elephant voice.

4.2 Proposed Methodology of CNN

To investigate every feature type effect on the process of classification, a set of features are linked as data
input to the proposed classifiers. The CNN 10-layer includes single input layer, single output layer and single
dense layer which are fully connected. It also has 6 convolution layers where each pair of convolution layers
is chosen and followed by a max- pooling operation and the corresponding representation is shown in Fig. 1.

Feature sets of various types are concatenated in this approach, prior to serving the network layer of
input. Hence, this approach is known as feature-level combination.

Figure 1: Combined feature set–simple CNN
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In the improved CNN approach, shown in Fig. 2, 10 layers in total are regarded as n feature sets in
1 input layer, n branches in 1 parallel layer, 1 fully connected dense layer, 1 merge layer, successive
4 layers of convolution and 1 output layer. n represents feature set number. Each pair of layers of
convolution is followed by max-pooling operation. A simple CNN and the proposed improved method
differ in feature set combination.

For each layers of input in this network, feature sets are given separately and are then sent to their
corresponding parallel layer. Every parallel layer part has 2 convolution layer that can be applied for deep
features extraction from individual feature pairs separately. Various feature sets of multiple feature set
representations are formed by parallel layers which helped the researchers observe various feature type
effects. All the extracted parallel layer features are concatenated in merge layer. To generate output,

Figure 2: Model level combination – proposed CNN methodology
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4 more layers of Convolution of 2(5*1) & 2(3*1) are followed by a dense layer and Relu layer. The above
approaches are implemented in python software and the performance metrics are evaluated.

5 Evaluation Metrics

The classification of Elephant voice is evaluated using Performance Evaluation metrics. Evaluation
metrics are Accuracy, Specificity, Sensitivity, Precision, F1 Score, logarithmic loss, and Computation
Time. Tab. 2 indicates absolute Boolean values variations that constitute Confusion Matrix in
classification problem.

True Positives (A): The N samples in which elephant voice was predicted and the actual output was
Elephant voice.

False Negatives (B): The N samples in which Non elephant voice was predicted, and the actual output
was Elephant voice.

False Positives (C): The N samples in which elephant voice was predicted and the actual output was
Non-Elephant voice.

True Negatives (D): The N samples in which Non elephant voice was predicted, and the actual output
was Non-Elephant voice.

Accuracy is an evaluation performance metric for correct prediction. It can also be evaluated in terms of
Positives and Negatives. To test the predictability of the classifiers, evaluation metrics are required.

Although accuracy is a widely used metric, it might produce deceptive findings when data has an
imbalanced class distribution. F1-Score, Recall, and Precision are examples of evaluation metrics that can
be used to assess how successfully a classifier can discriminate between various classes, even when there
is a class imbalance.

The confusion matrix in Tab. 2 can represent the counts of correctly and erroneously categorised
occurrences per class for a binary classification. True positive (A), false positive (B), false negative (c),
and true negative (D) numbers are represented by the letters A, B, C, and D in the confusion matrix,
respectively.

Precision ¼ A=Aþ C (3)

Recall ¼ A=Aþ B (4)

F1 score ¼ 2 � Precision � Recall=Precision � Recall (5)

Logarithmic loss works by correcting the inaccurate classification. The curve relating True positive rate
vs. False Positive Rate for a sample is shown in Fig. 3. This represents the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve and provides the measure of the collective amount (0.02,0.31) of performance across all
possible classifications.

Table 2: Confusion matrix

N = samples Predicted Elephant Voice Predicted Non-Elephant Voice

Actual Elephant Voice A B

Actual Non-Elephant Voice C D
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6 Results and Discussion

Some of these different vocalization types obtained using Praat Software tool are shown in Fig. 4.
Shimmer, Pitch and Jitter are determined to specify the Elephant Voice Quality. The Pitch, Jitter and
shimmer for various voice types are shown in Tab. 3.

Figure 3: ROC curve (TP vs. FP)

Figure 4: Various types of elephant vocalization
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The results obtained using the proposed improved CNN architecture and that of simple CNN are
described below.

Initially individual feature types are considered and concatenation of different types of feature is done at
feature-level. Next, the combination of feature types two and three are considered. Accuracy, Precision, F1-
Score, Computation times are the metrics used for accessing the performance of the classifiers. It is observed
from Tab. 4 that in Evaluation metrics, MFCC features with accuracy value of 0.857 shows best performance
over other classifiers.

Tab. 5 displays all possible binary feature sets. MFCC + LPC and MFCC + FBE Classifiers achieve
above 0.83 accuracy with F1 score of above 0.88. The accuracy of other feature combinations (MFCC +
SSC, LPC + SSC, LPC + FBE, SSC+ FBE) do not exceed 0.820, while their F1 scores are below than
0.83 with high computation times. The Triple combination of MFCC, LPC, FBE results in an accuracy
of 0.848 as shown in Tab. 6. Combination without MFCC features (LPC + SSC + FBE) shows poor
performance than the others in terms of the evaluation metrics considered.

Table 3: Vocal quality (shimmer, pitch, jitter)

Pitch (HZ) Shimmer (dB) Jitter (%)

Trumpet 368.693 1.781 3.773

Roar 506.108 1.824 8.948

Chirp 428.023 1.669 2.684

Rumble 482.289 1.683 9.152

Table 4: Individual feature set classification–simple CNN

Feature set Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision F1-score Computation time

MFCC 0.857 0.823 0.853 0.891 0.898 1.11 s

LPC 0.763 0.814 0.851 0.871 0.854 3.14 s

SSC 0.733 0.712 0.749 0.890 0.841 4.90 s

FBE 0.758 0.795 0.785 0.800 0.878 4.91 s

Table 5: Binary feature set-simple CNN

Feature set Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision F1-score Computation time

MFCC + LPC 0.834 0.891 0.864 0.890 0.926 31.80 s

MFCC + SSC 0.813 0.871 0.814 0.851 0.819 46.87 s

MFCC + FBE 0.839 0.851 0.823 0.890 0.882 33.92 s

LPC + SSC 0.793 0.890 0.851 0.795 0.834 55.82 s

LPC + FBE 0.779 0.853 0.712 0.823 0.796 48.78 s

SSC+ FBE 0.736 0.749 0.890 0.871 0.817 59.79 s
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In the proposed improved CNN, as per the Feature sets number that are designated to 2 parallel layers,
the feature sets are given to parallel layer. If the feature set is triplet, parallel layers count will be 3.

As per Tab. 7, the performance of proposed CNN classifier is improved by MFCC + LPC and MFCC +
SSC with binary feature sets. In triple Feature sets that use combined model, the performance is improved.
MFCC + LPC + FBE has the highest accuracy of 0.962 with less computation time of 13.89 s among all the
combinations as shown in Fig. 5. Among all the models, LPC + SSC + FBE shows the lowest accuracy of
0.791 as represented in Tab. 8.

Table 6: Triple feature set–simple CNN

Feature set Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision F1-score Computation time

MFCC + LPC + SSC 0.806 0.852 0.814 0.899 0.859 38.19 s

MFCC + LPC + FBE 0.848 0.890 0.871 0.890 0.897 35.01 s

MFCC + SSC + FBE 0.782 0.851 0.749 0.823 0.816 55.35 s

LPC + SSC + FBE 0.755 0.712 0.795 0.851 0.799 52.74 s

Table 7: Binary feature set-proposed improved CNN

Feature set Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision F1-score Computation time

MFCC + LPC 0.919 0.944 0.882 0.892 0.919 18.89 s

MFCC + SSC 0.862 0.897 0.832 0.894 0.901 34.98 s

MFCC + FBE 0.811 0.821 0.864 0.861 0.881 29.72 s

LPC + SSC 0.801 0.800 0.820 0.538 0.858 32.20 s

LPC + FBE 0.792 0.811 0.845 0.795 0.883 22.97 s

SSC + FBE 0.798 0.845 0.865 0.855 0.882 28.65 s

38.19 35.01

55.35 52.74

22.99

11.89

29.01
35.33

MFCC +LPC+SSC MFCC +LPC+FBE MFCC +SSC+FBE LPC +SSC +FBE

Computation time - Triple feature set 
CNN -F1 CNN -F2

Figure 5: Computation time–triple feature set

Table 8: Triple feature set–proposed improved CNN

Feature set Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision F1-score Computation time

MFCC + LPC + SSC 0.909 0.901 0.872 0.892 0.913 22.99 s

MFCC + LPC + FBE 0.962 0.882 0.872 0.932 0.914 11.89 s

MFCC + SSC + FBE 0.852 0.852 0.862 0.872 0.910 29.01 s

LPC + SSC + FBE 0.821 0.833 0.841 0.862 0.869 35.33 s
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7 Conclusion

We have proposed a deep CNN architecture to classify elephant voice using Vocal Feature sets This an
improvement over a simple CNN architecture. Initially binary feature sets were used, and it is observed that
MFCC + LPC show better performance than other possible combinations. When examination was performed
with Triple set, it was observed that the improved CNNmethod has better accuracy for both (Binary + Triple)
as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Both approaches were trained with the dataset created with raw data. Due to the
number of individuals, prediction of the two approaches is evaluated using F1 score and Computation time.
The analysis of all trial tests show that the classification accuracy is improved when extreme features are
extracted through convolution layers that are in parallel computing. The methodology of parallel
computing offers scope for further research. In the proposed CNN, using convolution layers in parallel,
inputs can be fed into the network as various data types. Different deep learning models are proposed to
be used in the classification process in future extensions of this work.
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